Fixing Instructions
GA Ceiling Panel Type CP4

These instructions tell you about installing
GA Ceiling Panel Type CP4. Please read these
instructions before using this product. If there is
anything you do not understand or if you want to
know more about this item, please contact GA.
GA ceiling panels must be installed by suitably
qualified contractors with the required knowledge
and expertise. Current standard construction
methods must be used.
The ceiling contractor has the responsibility and
duty to ensure proper safety so that during and
after completion of the installation the suspended
ceiling cannot fall down.
Before beginning installation also refer to
GA Sitework Data Sheet for guidance on
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Step 1: Carefully unpack the ceiling panels.

NB Suspended ceiling panels supplied by
Gooding Aluminium are not intended to have

Step 2: Remove the protective rubber caps from

electrical wiring installed. Where this is a

the threaded studs and inspect for any signs of

requirement the specifier and installer should

damage. If the threaded studs show any signs

ensure that all Regulations have been complied

of damage, do not use the panel and immediately

with and in particular that consideration has been

contact GA.

given to the CENELEC HD 384 series of documents.

Step 3: Attach the L or Z shaped brackets and

(CENELEC HD 384 Series: Electrical Safety in

secure with the supplied nuts and washers.

Buildings (20 Parts))

Step 4: With a minimum number of 2 persons hang
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each panel by means of a suitable proprietary
suspension system (supplied by others) from each
of the suspension brackets.
Step 5: Ensure panel levels by adjusting the
suspension system.
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